DELIBER GOC JULY 9

TO: IMMEDIATE GENERAL BRENT SCOWCROFT, WHITE HOUSE.

FROM: AMB. HBLMS, TEHRAN.

REFERENCE: WH 42414 AND WH 42397

1. PLEASE PASS THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO SECRETARY KISSINGER. BEGIN TEXT: DEAR HENRY, MY COMMITMENTS HERE ARE SUCH THAT I CANNOT GET AWAY UNTIL CRACK OF DAWN FRIDAY QUOTE WITHOUT ATTRACTING A LOT OF ATTENTION UNQUOTE. ALSO PLANNED SEATS TO LONDON NOT AVAILABLE THURSDAY. GENUINELY REGRET IF THIS CAUSES YOU INCONVENIENCE AND WILL BE GLAD TO COME DIRECTLY TO DEPARTMENT FROM DULLES UPON ARRIVAL AT 1655 FRIDAY. PLEASE LET ME KNOW. WARM REGARDS, DICK.

2. WARM REGARDS AND THANK YOU.
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